Weekly Newsletter 14th January 2022

Headteacher's Bulletin

It’s been a busy week in school as each class launch their new topics for this term. Cherry Tree and
Apple Tree have been extremely excited as they have discovered some rather unusual eggs in their
classroom. These eggs turned out to be of the dinosaur variety and have caused quite a stir amongst

our youngest learners. The children have invited me in to tell me all about it on numerous occasions
this week; I am looking forward to hearing more and seeing the fantastic learning that comes from it.
This week has also seen classes launch a new initiative: “Mindfulness Mondays”. We believe in
developing healthy minds and giving young people strategies to manage emotions and their wellbeing. Giving time for mindfulness sessions, and teaching the children its benefits, has a proven
track-record of positive outcomes on the mind and learning. As well as health benefits, using
mindfulness in schools allows children time to pause, prepare and focus the mind and body for
learning. Mindfulness can be completed in a number of ways, such as calm focused activities like
breathing exercises, guided meditation, drawing, colouring or doodling, or more physical methods
such as yoga and sensory exploration (eg listening to music or feeling different textures). Each
Monday, all classes will complete at least one mindfulness session (10 mins max). Teachers may
complete more sessions through the week, depending on the needs of the children and where it
may be beneficial – for example after a highly active PE lesson into a more focuse d guided reading
session. I have enjoyed attending some of the mindfulness sessions in school this week in Beech,
Willow, Oak and Hawthorn class.
Have a super weekend everyone.

Diary Dates

January
•

Thurs 20th

Year 5 Football Club

•

Thurs 27th

Year 6 Football Club

Important Notices

Reporting a positive COVID result
If your child tests positive for Covid please let the school office know as soon as possible so that we
can inform close contacts. It is really helpful for us to understand what sort of symptoms your child
is experiencing, if any, so that staff can be made aware.
Changes to self-isolation
These changes take effect from Monday 17th January. Please see Mr Hayward's message which
gives more details.

House Points

News from the classroom

Cherry Tree Class: Mrs Lightfoot
Wow, what a super busy first full week of 2022, full of fun, hard work and laughter!
At the beginning of the week, we made a very exciting discovery.... giant footprints. We followed the
footprints and they led to a very special egg! The children made some fantastic predictions about
what might be inside the egg and they decided that it was definitely too big to be a bird so it must be
a dinosaur! On Tuesday, the egg hatched and out popped a friendly blue T-Rex! The children worked
together to name him ‘Dinoclaw!’ The children in year 1 wrote some fantastic descriptive sentences
all about Dinoclaw to tell everyone about him! The reception children wrote some amazing
sentences too, telling us what they can see. Our favourite sentence was ‘I saw a wet, sparkly, happy
T-Rex’ in year 1 and ‘I saw a big blue T-Rex’ in Reception! Writing superstars! On Wednesday, we

read the story ‘Harry and his bucketful of dinosaurs’ and we found our own bucketful of dinosaurs to
look after. The children thought of lots of different ways to look after him.
In maths this week, the year one children have been working on place value to 20. The children have
been reading and writing words and numbers to 20 and have been looking at different
representations of teen numbers too. Towards the end of the week, the children were learning
about tens and ones e.g. 13 has one ten and 3 ones. They used base 10 to help them with this absolute maths superstars. The reception children worked hard on ordering different sized dinosaur
bones and ordering numbers to 20.
The children came up with some amazing questions about what they would like to find out in our
new dinosaur topic and our new science unit, animals including humans.
The children really enjoyed their second session of Scootability and wowed our visiting teacher, Mrs
Pashley, with their skills and incredible behaviour - go Cherry Tree class!
Next week's English
The children in year one will be researching all about dinosaurs in preparation for creating their own
non-chronological reports. The reception children will be writing a dinosaur fact.
Next week's Maths
The year one children will be continuing with their place value to 20 and the Reception children will
be working on their place value to 10.
Notice
We are so incredibly proud of Cherry Tree class. Things have been a little different with staffing this
week but they have shown such resilience, have continued to try their best and with wonderful
smiles on their faces too!
Our adult set up remains the same for next week and Mrs Lees will welcome the childre n in on
Monday.

Apple Tree Class: Miss Peck
Wow, what a super busy first full week of 2022, full of fun, hard work and laughter!

At the beginning of the week, we made a very exciting discovery.... giant footprints. We followed the
footprints and they led to a very special egg! The children made some fantastic predictions about
what might be inside the egg and they decided that it was definitely too big to be a bird so it must be
a dinosaur! On Tuesday, the egg hatched and out popped a beautiful, blue Triceratops! After careful
consideration, the children decided to name her Tracy the Triceratops. The children wrote some
fantastic descriptive sentences all about Tracy to tell everyone about her! On Wednesday, we read
the story ‘Harry and his bucketful of dinosaurs’ and we found our own bucketful of dinosaurs to look
after. The children wrote some super instructions on how to look after the dinosaurs to ensure that
they felt safe and happy.
Towards the end of the week, we had a big focus on up-levelling our sentences to make them even
better, thinking about the punctuation and vocabulary that we use.
In maths this week, the year one children have been working on place value to 20. The children have
been reading and writing words and numbers to 20 and have been looking at different
representations of teen numbers too. Towards the end of the week, the children were learning
about tens and ones e.g. 13 has one ten and 3 ones. They used base 10 to help them with this absolute maths superstars. The children in year 2 finished their unit on money, learning how to add
totals, find the difference and give change. To finish the unit, the children solved two step problems
linked to money. These problems were very tricky but the children worked so hard and worked
together to solve them ensuring that they showed all of their working out.
In topic, the children designed and named their own dinosaurs, we loved seeing all of their creations
and reading their very unusual dinosaur names too!
The children really enjoyed their second session of Scootability and wowed our visiting teacher, Mrs
Pashley, with their skills and incredible behaviour - go Apple Tree class!
Next week's English
The children will be researching all about dinosaurs in pre paration for creating their own nonchronological reports.
Next week's Maths
The year one children will be continuing with their place value to 20 and the children in year two will
moving on to their unit on multiplication and division.

Hawthorn Class: Mrs Williams
I would like to wish you all a Happy New Year. We had a lovely time last week doing our ‘SPARKLE’
day activities and at the Pantomime. We’ve enjoyed our first full week back and the children have
worked very hard.
In English this week, we continued have been studying the Roman myth Romulus and Remus, which
describes how the city of Rome came to be built. We have focused on sorting information into a
common theme to form paragraphs, as well as generating adverbs by using the suffix –ly and adding
fronted adverbials to our sentences.
We have continued with multiplication and division in maths this week, by multiply and dividing by 8
using counters and drawings to represent calculations.
We have introduced our Roman topic by looking at a picture of Rome and describing and
hypothesising about what we can see. We are studying Light in Science and carried out an

investigation of how reflective different materials are. In drama, children performed mini sketches
of making an everyday object magical and sharing it with friends.
Next week's English
We will be writing a story board of the Roman myth, ‘Romulus and Remus’.
Next week's Maths
We will be continuing multiplication and division.

Oak Class: Miss Busby
It has been a very exciting beginning to the new term! The children have settled back well and got
really stuck in.
In English, the children have been introduced to the new book ‘Cosmic’ by Frank Cottrell-Boyce. This
links really well with our new topic of ‘The Race to Space’ where a 12 year old boy is mistaken for an
adult who has landed himself in space through a competition. The focus this week has been on
characters. Children have created dialogue between characters, looked at differences and
similarities between characters, compared characters from ‘Cosmic’ and ‘Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory’ and took part in a whole class debate as to whether or not Liam Digby (the main character)
should go into space. We are off to a flying start in English!
In Maths, they have been continuing with the unit of multiplication and division. They’ve been
introduced to the associative law specifically looking at arrays to enable them to be able to multiply
3 numbers. The children have also explored factors, products and factor pairs using concrete

resources to work systematically. The week has ended with them developing their mental
multiplication by exploring different ways to be more flexible and efficient when calculating
mathematical problems.
We have begun our new, exciting topic of ‘The Race for Space’, with the children learning about the
discovery of the telescope and how it changed astronomy. They enhanced their learning by writing
their own newspaper articles from 1610 detailing the invention of the telescope. In Science, we have
also started the new topic ‘Earth and Space’, in which we have used scientific evidence to
understand and explain why the Sun, Earth and Moon are spherical. Mia won ‘Scientist of the Week’
for the fantastic questions she would like to find out about Earth and Space. Well done!
Next week's English
We will continue to read ‘Cosmic’ and children will plan and write their own story chapter inspired
by the competitions in ‘Cosmic’ and ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.’
Next week's Maths
We will focus on multiplying two and three digit numbers by one digit numbers.

Willow Class: Miss Kimberley
Happy New Year and welcome back. It’s so good to have a full-compliment of children (almost) back
in Willow class. The children all look refreshed and happy to be back.
This week in English we have launched straight into a new book, The Firework - Makers Daughter by
Philip Pullman. We have looked at the opening and how the author captures the reader’s attention.
We have also looked at the vocabulary and begun to create our impression of the main character,
Lila in Chapter 1.
We have begun to look at Multiplication in maths, recapping multiplying 2, 3 and 4 digit numbers by
1 digit using the formal method and including exchanging. We have started to look at multiplying 2,
3, and 4 digit numbers by a 2 digit number and we have used the expanded and compact methods.
With Mrs Siddall the children will be starting the module on area.
Homework is to research the Author Phillip Pullman and create a Fact file. This should be hand ed in
by Wednesday morning.
Have a wonderful weekend
Next week's English
We will be looking at the other principal characters and writing a diary from one of the characters
point of view.
Next week's Maths
In maths we will be recapping dividing 2, 3 and 4 digits numbers by a one digit number using the
formal bus stop method. Mrs Siddall will continue with Area.

Beech Class: Mr Brown
Beech Class have had a super busy first full week back where we have made a great start multiplying
and dividing decimals in Maths. In English we’ve had a character focussed week of learning as we
began our new book ‘Wild Boy’. The children wrote negative character introductions from the
showman’s perspective and detailed character descriptions from how Wild Boy perceives himself.
We began our new topic by ordering time periods on a time line and then devised questions we
wanted to know about the Victorians. We then analysed paintings as sources of information and
inferred details about what they could tell us about the time period.

In Science we had fun inventing a new species that fitted specifications for different animal types
and created a fact file to introduce the creature.
Have a lovely restful weekend!
Next week's English
The class will begin writing effective sentences for a newspaper report.
Next week's Maths
The class will calculate conversions between decimals and fractions and investigate a decimal
problem.

Letters home this week

•

Various Covid notifications

•

Changes to the self-isolation period for COVID-19

Contact Us

Please direct all enquiries to the School Office at the email address below.
We will get back to you as soon as we can and ask for 3 days to action and reply.

Haslingfield Endowed Primary School
High Street
Haslingfield
Cambridge CB23 1JW
01223 870457
office@haslingfield.cambs.sch.uk

Visit us on the web at Haslingfield School
Visit us on YouTube at Haslingfield Endowed Primary School - YouTube
Follow us on Twitter @HaslingfieldEPS

